There are minor, but noticeable changes in the language of perception between older and younger speakers of Cantonese in Hong Kong and Macau. Younger speakers have: Younger speakers have:
-finer categorisation in the distal senses; but -poorer knowledge in the traditional categorisation of the proximal senses. 1960 1963 1966 1969 1972 1975 1978 1981 1984 1987 1990 1993 1996 1999 2002 2005 2008 Current 1960 1963 1966 1969 1972 1975 1978 1981 1984 1987 1990 1993 1996 1999 2002 2005 2008 International 
participant ID age ≈ gender 
wong4 ceng1 laam4 zi2
Caskey-Sirmons & Hickerson 1977:
Endō 2000 -HK Cantonese :
• 綠 luk6 'green' (6/6 agr: 2.5G 4~3.5 ) 青 ceng1 'light green' (4/6 agr: 2.5GY 8~7.5 )
part. ID age ≈ gender

A B C D E F (G) 31 25 25 24 23 18 (47) M M F F M F (F)
• 青 ceng1 'light green' (4/6 agr: 2.5GY 8~7.5 ) Endō 2000 -HK Cantonese :
• 綠 luk6 'green' (6/6 agr: 2.5G 4~3.5 )
• 青 ceng1 'light green' (4/6 agr: 2.5GY 8~7. 
Caskey-Sirmons & Hickerson 1977:
Endō 2000
my data:
Shapes
• Older speakers tend to use descriptions which are not specifically 3D to describe 3D shapes;
• Younger speakers tend to use descriptions • Younger speakers tend to use descriptions which are specifically 3D to describe 3D shapes
Older speakers (>50)
Younger speakers (<40) non-spec nº spec 3D nº non-spec nº spec 3D nº sphere 圓 jyun4 J 3 圓 jyun4 J 2 /2 spheres 太陽 taai3joeng4 J 1 
